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Editor’s Note: The following article was written by Ms. Nancy E. Talbott (Belgold Retrievers) for the members of High 
Desert Labrador Retriever Club of CA, Inc. (“HDLRC”), and originally published as a seven-part series in HDLRC’s monthly 
club newsletter. – Daos Boonma, Los Angeles, California.  October 16, 2015. 

For the next seven issues of the newsletter, I would like to spend time looking at the Labrador Retriever AKC 
standard in detail.  Although many of us have spent decades with the breed, I find (even as a judge) that we 
rarely look at specific language in the standard and make sense of it as it applies to our own dogs or those with 
whom we frolic, train, or just hang out.  Loving the breed forces us to be its stewards; to be its stewards, we 
need to understand why it exists, what it was meant to do, and how it should be protected for future 
generations to enjoy as we do.  Let’s begin with some history.  It is from an understanding of the past that we 
can build our knowledge of the dogs who gaze up at us in our homes, and plan a sound future for the breed. 

Breed History 

It is clear through the study of multiple primary sources that the ancestors of the Labrador Retriever 
originated in the Canadian province of Newfoundland and Labrador.  The name “Labrador” itself comes from 
the Portuguese word "lavrador" or small landholder, and is probably attributable to a Portuguese explorer 
who settled in the 16th century in what was then Newfoundland.  There is no doubt that the east coast of 
Canada saw sailors from many ports of the world throughout time, and a number of water retrieving dogs 
found their way across the ocean to Europe, where they were developed into separate breeds for specific 
purposes.   

There is a bit of mystery about the ancestors of the Labrador.  Fishermen often used dogs to retrieve fish that 
fell off hooks and to help haul in swimming lines or fishing nets.  These dogs needed to be eager to please, 
strong swimmers and small enough to haul in and out of the two man boats.  They needed to have short, 
water repellent, dense coats that could withstand very cold water and wouldn't retain ice or bring excess 
water onboard.  Onshore, as temporary settlements gave way to more permanent ones, a retrieving dog 
would have been a very useful hunting companion.   

The St. John's area of Newfoundland was settled predominantly by Englishmen who brought these working 
dogs to England through Poole Harbor, Dorset, the hub of the Newfoundland fishing trade.  During that time, 
there were two dog breeds—the Greater Newfoundland (the larger, longer haired dog used for hauling that 
became the Newfoundland we know today) and the Lesser Newfoundland (the smaller, shorter coated 
retriever that led to our present day Labs), also known as the Greater and Lesser St. John’s dogs.  Aside from 
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being used for draft work hauling carts loaded with fish, these two breeds were favorite companions of the 
fishermen.  After being out in sea and working alongside the fishermen, these dogs found time to play with 
the children.  These St. John's dogs became the most prized sporting dogs for the gentry who could afford to 
maintain kennels for controlled breeding. 
 
Without written records from the earliest days to detail which dogs came from where and to whom they were 
bred, we can only speculate about the ancestors of these St. John's dogs.  The black St. Hubert's hound from 
France, working water dogs from Portugal, old European pointer breeds and dogs belonging to the native 
people have all been suggested as possible predecessors.  Early in the 19th century the first St. John's dogs 
arrived in England, some imported by the 2nd Earl of Malmesbury near Poole.  The first written reference to 
the Labrador was in 1814, in Instructions to Young Sportsmen by Colonel Peter Hawker, who had observed the 
breed in Newfoundland.  In 1823, renowned sporting dog artist Edward Landseer painted a black dog with 
white markings entitled "Cora: A Labrador Bitch." 

One of the early breeders of Labradors in England was the 5th Duke of Buccleuch, who wrote a letter in 1839 
referring to his Labrador Moss as well as the Labrador Drake belonging to the 10th Lord Home.  Clearly the 
landed gentry were onto something special at this early juncture of breed history.  By some twist of fate, the 
third Earl of Malmesbury, the sixth Duke of Buccleuch, and the twelfth Earl of Home crossed paths.  The Earl of 
Malmesbury gifted his two friends with some of the dogs from his lines.  Many believe that Buccleuch’s Ned 
and Buccleuch’s Avon are the ancestors of all modern day Labrador Retrievers.  

In a letter from the 3rd Earl of Malmesbury to 6th Duke of Buccleuch in 1889, the Earl states, "We always call 
mine Labrador dogs and I have kept the breed as pure as I could from the first I had from Poole….known by 
their having a close coat which turns the water off like oil and, above all, a tail like an otter."  Indeed! 

Until this time in history, all dogs identified as Labradors were black or black with white markings.  The first 
recorded "liver" colored Labradors were born at Buccleuch's kennel in 1892, the result of an unknown 
breeding.  Whether that breeding was to a rumored German Pointer was not noted.  Soon after, in 1899, the 
first yellow Lab on record, Ben of Hyde was born at the kennel of Major C.J. Radclyffe. 

In the year 1903 Labradors were recognized by the Kennel Club in England, and became eligible for 
competition.  Soon after this, the Scottish style of game bird shooting (walking, with dogs at heel to retrieve 
the shot birds rather than on horseback with humans doing the fetching), and the prestige of bringing over a 
Scottish gamekeeper to accompany wealthy hunting parties, led to the importing of Labs to America.  In 1917 
the first Labs were registered with the American Kennel Club.  In 1931 The Labrador Retriever Club was 
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incorporated in the U.S. and the first American field trial for Labs was held at the Glenmere Court Estate in 
Chester, NY. 

Leap forward a relatively short 60 years to 1991. In this year, Labradors moved into first place in AKC 
registrations, a dubious honor.  Although those of us who live with the breed understand this popularity, the 
danger of being in the top position can be weighty.  The market for puppies, when it is high, brings with it the 
temptation to breed these wonderful dogs for profit readily gained, and it is our responsibility to maintain the 
integrity of the breed above all else.   

Examining The Breed Standard 

Now to the standard.  There is an old adage, used for horses, buildings, indeed anything for which a specified 
“blueprint” needs to be created:  form follows function.  Creating changes to a standard simply for personal 
whim or preference is dangerous, and it is crucial to a breed that the original function of the breed be 
considered and applied to an interpretation of the standard.  My comments/interpretation are in blue italics 
under each section of the standard.   

One note: the AKC standard for Labs has been fraught with controversy for a number of years.  It is not my 
intention to debate those controversies, but simply to discuss what the standard says.  Individual opinions are 
certainly welcome! 

Official Standard for the Labrador Retriever 

General Appearance The Labrador Retriever is a strongly built,  

This implies good muscle tone as well as quality of bone and body to enable the dog to work. 

medium-sized, 

The Lab is not a giant breed, nor is there a miniature or apartment sized version  --  bigger is not better, and 
“cute” is not part of the Lab standard… 

short-coupled,  

Coupling refers to the length of loin between the last rib and the hip. 

dog possessing a sound, athletic, well-balanced conformation that enables it to function as a retrieving gun 
dog;  
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Here is that word “function”:  sound and athletic clearly describe a dog that is not clumsy, fine boned, or easily 
tired in a day’s hunting; well-balanced implies approximately equal front and rear angulation with no 
exaggeration. 

the substance and soundness to hunt waterfowl or upland game for long hours under difficult conditions;  

Again, the “function” is to be a working retriever. 

the character and quality to win in the show ring; and the temperament to be a family companion. 

Few standards address the qualities needed in the show ring, and this unique nod to that competition is 
noteworthy.  The essence of show dog character, which is an even personality with a “look at me” attitude, can 
be seen any weekend in a ring full of wagging Labrador tails. 

Physical features and mental characteristics should denote a dog bred to perform as an efficient retriever of 
game with a stable temperament suitable for a variety of pursuits beyond the hunting environment. 

Few breeds can claim the well rounded characteristics of a Lab, from show ring to field to obedience ring to 
home and hearth.  It is why we love them. 
 
The most distinguishing characteristics of the Labrador Retriever are its short, dense, weather resistant coat;  

A short coat denotes lack of feathering, and weather resistant implies the ability to shed water almost 
completely.  In the case of coat, more is not better when we refer to length.  Density is another story, and more 
on this will be covered in another newsletter. 

an "otter" tail;  

As the Earl said, this is THE distinguishing characteristic of a Labrador Retriever.  No otter tail, no Lab. 

a clean-cut head with broad back skull and moderate stop; powerful jaws; and its "kind," friendly eyes, 
expressing character, intelligence and good temperament. 

The head will have its very own month in the newsletter, but visualize this description above. It is a pretty clear 
description. 
 
Above all, a Labrador Retriever must be well balanced, enabling it to move in the show ring or work in the field 
with little or no effort.  The typical Labrador possesses style and quality without over refinement, and 
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substance without lumber or cloddiness. The Labrador is bred primarily as a working gun dog; structure and 
soundness are of great importance. 

This is a crucial, crucial paragraph. When judging a new breed, I focus just before the first dog comes into the 
ring on that breed’s “above all” statement. It is the essence and key to understanding the purpose, function, 
and big picture of any breed.  In the case of the Labrador, “primarily as a working gun dog” must never be 
ignored, no matter the temptation to think that more is always better, whether it be angulation, coat, bone, or 
head.  When you see a Lab covering ground in the field or the ring effortlessly  --  truly effortlessly  --  it is pure 
joy. 

In the last newsletter, we looked at the history and purpose of the Labrador, as well as general appearance.  
Those pieces set the tone, and hopefully started to give you a mental picture of the breed as a whole.  
 
To preface the beginning of an exploration into specifics of the breed, I feel that a philosophical note needs to 
be added.  In judging dogs, one of the most important concepts is to evaluate the whole dog, not pieces and 
parts.  Breeders often run the risk when they become judges of looking for either a) traits that they cherished 
in their own dogs, such as beautiful heads, or b) traits that they never found easy to get in their own breeding 
program, such as long upper arms.  When the search for that one trait overshadows the choice of the best dog 
in the ring, even if that dog has a minor fault that would bother you in your own dogs, the breed is at risk of 
mediocrity.  It is easy to select dogs based on which has the best Piece A, B, or C  --  exclusive of other traits.  It 
is much more challenging to find the dog with the most positive attributes, the dog whose genes are overall 
best for the breed despite a small flaw, and to forgive that flaw for the big picture.  How often do you hear 
someone at ringside remark with disdain, “How could she put up a dog with a tailset like that”, or other single 
fault judgment?  I have learned to respond with something akin to, “I suppose she felt that the dog had overall 
the best qualities of the ring that day.” 
 
A very famous judge and esteemed dog expert, Annie Clark, once said at a judging seminar I attended that 
fault judging was a threat to any breed’s integrity; that finding a great dog necessitated taking the long view, 
and judging on attributes before faults.  She advocated making cuts in large classes on breed type first, then 
choosing the soundest among those dogs rather than the opposite, for in choosing on movement first a judge 
has chosen generic over specific for any given breed.  Words by which I try to abide either judging or watching 
others judge. 
   
Back to the standard! 

Size, Proportion and Substance Size--The height at the withers for a dog is 22½ to 24½ inches; for a bitch is 
21½ to 23½ inches.  Any variance greater than ½ inch above or below these heights is a disqualification.  
Approximate weight of dogs and bitches in working condition: dogs 65 to 80 pounds; bitches 55 to 70 pounds.  
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The minimum height ranges set forth in the paragraph above shall not apply to dogs or bitches under twelve 
months of age. 

Ah, size.  This topic alone was the basis for a very bitter battle between the LRC, Inc. and a high percentage of 
conformation exhibitors in the country exactly 20 years ago (how time flies). The Labrador standard always 
had recommended heights, but until 1994 there was not a disqualification for size.  I won’t rehash the battle, 
but it was not uncommon during those few years surrounding the standard change to see exhibitors calling the 
wicket (measuring device) on each other either for punitive reasons or to make a point.  I recall at one show 
that all but three Open black bitches were measured undersize, on purpose, to prove that the standard was 
incorrect.  The judge was not very amused, and at other shows for awhile the tension was thick.  What has 
happened since that time is interesting.  There are still undersize dogs and bitches being shown, and the wicket 
rarely is called.  I have shown undersize dogs to championships, including the foundation bitch to my entire 
family of Labs.  Is this something we need to be careful about?  Yes, indeed!  The Lab is not a miniature breed, 
despite some who wish they stayed small forever.  Is there danger in getting too tall as well?  Yes, indeed!  This 
is a dog meant to be medium in size, not giant, and a 26” dog is as faulty as a 21” dog.  As always, the middle 
is the best goal so that any deviation is within the normal range.  

A personal note:  my first breed was Goldens, a breed that has always had a disqualification for height.  I do 
believe that this has kept the Golden within the normal range of height quite well, and Golden breeders take 
the height DQ as a matter of inarguable fact.  Although I do understand that the way in which the DQ was put 
into the Lab standard was very controversial, I do not think that ultimately it is a bad thing to have in place.  

One important note:  unlike other standards with a DQ for height, the Lab standard specifically exempts 
puppies under a year of age.  This allows baby puppies to still play the game.  In some countries a major win is 
required over a year of age, but the AKC does not have this rule in place. 

Proportion--Short-coupled; length from the point of the shoulder to the point of the rump is equal to or 
slightly longer than the distance from the withers to the ground.  Distance from the elbow to the ground 
should be equal to one half of the height at the withers.  The brisket should extend to the elbows, but not 
perceptibly deeper.  The body must be of sufficient length to permit a straight, free and efficient stride; but 
the dog should never appear low and long or tall and leggy in outline. 

Coupling is the area between the last rib and the hip of a dog, more specifically the area of attachments of 
ligaments and muscles in the loin and flank area.  A short coupled dog has a long ribcage, extending well back 
toward the flanks, and a short loin.  This provides strength in the lower back, an area that is at risk of injury 
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when a dog is running and turning quickly.  Equate this to a human with a strong torso and short distance 
between lowest rib and hipbones, like a sprinter or ski jumper.  That construction provides support for impact 
and bursts of speed.  A distance runner or cross country skier is more likely to have a more flexible and long 
torso to allow for long strides over distance, as a setter or sighthound would need.  A retriever is a sprinter and 
jumper, and so needs short coupling for power and support. Think Quarter Horse, not Thoroughbred.  

Overall, the Labrador is square or just off square.  Envision this as a ratio of 10:10 being square, and 10:11 or 
10:12 being just slightly longer than tall.  Note that the measurement is point of shoulder (in front, where the 
upper arm meets the shoulder blade) to point of the rump (the hip bone that you can feel just below where the 
tail is set into the pelvis, where the femur meets the pelvis).  Increasingly, we see dogs in the ring who are 
closer to 10:15, and this is a concern.  Although these dogs may have lovely angles and breed type, and do 
cover ground well, the lack of “daylight” underneath them makes them less effective at the job of a retriever 
who must clear logs and fences as well as navigate tall cover with a large bird in the mouth.  The notation that 
the distance from ground to elbow and elbow to withers should be equal is a good visual and easy to discern.  

Brisket  --  this is the depth of body formed by the ribcage and sternum with all attached muscles, ligaments, 
and tendons.  A dog without a deep brisket (to but not below the elbow) may appear shallow or weedy, and 
the major organs of the circulatory and respiratory systems will not have sufficient room or protection for 
maximum performance.   

Substance--Substance and bone proportionate to the overall dog. Light, "weedy" individuals are definitely 
incorrect; equally objectionable are cloddy lumbering specimens.  Labrador Retrievers shall be shown in 
working condition, well-muscled and without excess fat. 

More controversy!  A recent judges’ letter was mailed to all Lab judges by the LRC, Inc. regarding fat Labradors 
in the show ring, and the result almost immediately was that “light, weedy” individuals won for a few 
weekends over dogs with much better overall breed type.  I conjecture that this was out of fear in judges who 
are not breed experts, worrying that the AKC reps would be watching.  It is a shame that knee jerk reactions 
can so quickly cause poor judging decisions.   

On the other hand  --  in England and in Sweden, two countries where I have had the privilege of judging or 
attending Lab specialties, dogs are solid, of good bone, and with correctly deep and broad ribcages.  However, 
in those countries a fat dog would not be proudly brought into the ring.  A high percentage of the dogs in these 
countries have excellent breed type, especially in Scandinavia and Europe, and from a distance look not much 
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different than those here, with one significant difference:  they have waistlines and are more likely to be in 
hard working condition.  

It is a curiosity that in the US, especially at specialties, fat dogs have been a common issue.  I was told once by 
a distinguished breeder judge that if AKC did not make her move the dogs, she wouldn’t -- that movement 
didn’t matter, and that she “liked them fat”.  I did not know how to respond to that.  I know that at every, and I 
mean every, all breed show where I have judged, most of the other judges will ask when they find that I have 
Labs, “Why are they so fat?”  I find myself therefore defending the breed by stating that not ALL Labs are fat, 
that what looks like a heavy dog could be one in heavy and correctly dense coat, and that a correctly built 
Labrador should not be able to move around a large Group ring like a Golden or Flat Coat.  Are there 
overweight Labs shown?  Yes, and the reasons that I have heard for “the need for fat” are amusing, if nothing 
else.   

The very heavy Lab is (fortunately) a trend that I see moving back toward a more moderate look while still 
retaining the necessary substance and coat that the breed requires.  I leave you this month with this challenge -
- fit, or fat (with a nod to Pluis Davern for that comparison)?  Sporting dog, or non-sporting dog?  Is it 
substance, or is it just too much time at the food bowl? 

Next month:  The Labrador Head  -- a personal favorite of mine!  After all, what do you see first when that 
happy dog greets you at the door?     

Take a moment to look at your dog’s face.  Wake her up (I know she is probably snoozing at your feet as you 
read this) and really look at her face.  Every morning that face greets you, and every night it smiles one more 
time before bed.  Of course, the expression every time a food bowl is held nearby cannot be explained in any 
other way than pure joy.  The head and expression of a dog is the first thing that we see when we enter a 
room, and the hallmark of any breed.  A Labrador head should not look like a Flat Coat or a Rottweiler; a 
Golden or a Kuvasz; a Chessie or a Mastiff.  It should be, without a doubt, a Labrador Retriever.  What makes 
that head unique and so crucial to breed type? 
 
One thought -- although the Lab is not a “head breed” in the way that a Bulldog, Bull Terrier, or Pug may be, 
this breed -- like any other, by the way -- should be easily identified by head type only.  The head is the 
hallmark of any breed, along with silhouette and coat type.  One prominent dog magazine has a regular 
feature that challenges the reader to identify the best dog in a line-up of six or eight by black silhouette only.  
It is not difficult to do once you let your brain just focus on the outline.  I dare say that photos of heads alone 
can do the same.  In fact, you may have had the experience of seeing a photo, or a dog on the street, and 
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given pause while you tried to figure out if that was a Lab, a Dobie mix, or a Rottie mix.  If that is the case, the 
dog did not have good breed specific head type.   

I have been called (and I take no offense) a head hunter when I judge.  Guilty as charged.  When judging, the 
approach after a side view to assess balance and symmetry is to examine the head and expression.  The first 
impression has been made.  While I may on occasion (though reluctantly) forgive a bitch for a somewhat faulty 
head, I rarely can bring myself to do so for a male, as his influence on the breed can be so dramatic simply due 
to numbers of puppies produced.  Heads are quite dominant in breeding, easily enhanced in a generation and 
just as easily lost.  All things being equal, a dog with outstanding breed character in his head construction and 
expression can rise from good to great.  Head, coat and tail  --  let’s look at the first of those three crucial 
elements of the Labrador. 

Head  

A Labrador head is strong -- built for carrying heavy game through brush and water. It is also clean and not 
prone to injury.  The job of a retriever must always be considered as the primary purpose for the details of the 
head noted below. Form follows function.   

Skull--The skull should be wide; well developed but without exaggeration.  The skull and foreface should be on 
parallel planes and of approximately equal length.  

First:  “without exaggeration”.  A good rule of thumb for judging or choosing breeding stock is to avoid the 
extremes in any area.  American dog show fanciers are prone to believe that if a little of something is good, 
more must be better  --  coat, head, side gait, size.  The truth is that exaggeration in any characteristic creates 
a caricature of any breed, and should be avoided. 

The skull is the area between the attachment of the ears, from the occipital bone (the knobby point at the top 
of the neck) to the eyebrow area.  This skull area should be slightly arched, not flat but not rounded.  It forms 
roughly a square when viewed from the top, being the same distance from ear to ear and front to back.   

There should be a moderate stop--the brow slightly pronounced so that the skull is not absolutely in a straight 
line with the nose. The brow ridges aid in defining the stop. 

It is important to distinguish between the eyebrows and the stop. The stop is the rise from the top of the 
muzzle just below the eyes, to the beginning of the skull between the eyebrows. The brow ridges protect the 
eyes, and are part of the skull itself. The skin on the brow ridges is mobile, and can give a squinting appearance 
when a dog is embarrassed or upset, to a wide open glee when he is excited.  The motion of the brows gives 
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expression; the brow ridges are bone and should be obvious.  This area of the head is called a stop  -- not a 
slow down; your hand when running along the top of the muzzle toward the eyes should “stop” and then rise.  
A stop too deep is as faulty as one too sloped, giving a look akin to a Rottweiler especially if combined with a 
rounded skull.   

The head should be clean-cut and free from fleshy cheeks; the bony structure of the skull chiseled beneath the 
eye with no prominence in the cheek.  The skull may show some median line; the occipital bone is not 
conspicuous in mature dogs.  Lips should not be squared off or pendulous, but fall away in a curve toward the 
throat.  A wedge-shape head, or a head long and narrow in muzzle and back skull is incorrect as are massive, 
cheeky heads. 

Let’s start with the more-is-not-better idea:  “Clean-cut; free from fleshy cheeks; no prominence in the cheek; 
incorrect massive, cheeky heads.”  Quite simply stated, clean-cut means that the head is smooth and chiseled 
in appearance, like a finely sculpted piece of marble.  Looking down the side of the head there should be a 
smooth blend of skull into jaw, and jaw into muzzle.  An abrupt change at any of these junctures, or a head 
that has thick skin and loose flesh, is not in keeping with the concept of a moderate sporting dog.  Keep in 
mind: smooth, chiseled, well blended.   

The flews (lips) should be tight, not loose and pendulous.  For practical reasons, dogs with loose, wet mouths 
gather feathers and other debris when working, and are more prone to injuries to the lips (not to mention the 
gift of spreading water and drool freely among friends).  Loose and pendulous lips also tend to correlate to 
loose eyelids, which catch seeds and other objects when running in the field; and to a dewlap of flesh under the 
chin, also impractical in a working retriever.   

As for the less-is-not-enough idea: the statement about a wedge shaped head is fairly clear; the muzzle should 
be nearly as broad as the skull with a slight taper from stop to nose (slight being the key word).  A narrow skull 
and muzzle, resembling more a shoebox than two squares, is equally as faulty as one that is massive.  Narrow 
heads tend to be associated with “slow downs” instead of “stops”, narrow mouths that cause misalignment of 
teeth, and narrow set eyes that give faulty, squinting expressions.   

The comment about occipital bone means that the skull should be well filled, not falling off from the median 
line or with sunken muscling along the sides of the skull.  Very old dogs do tend to lose the muscle tone in their 
skulls, resulting in some atrophy, but a young dog should have almost no visible bones showing in the head 
when ears are up and active.  
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Bottom line -- a Lab’s head is not massive nor narrow.  It should never remind you of a Mastiff, Rottweiler, or 
Newfoundland; or a Flat Coat, Kuvasz, Hound, or Setter. 

The jaws are powerful and free from snippiness-- the muzzle neither long and narrow nor short and stubby.  

Snippiness indicates a jaw that is extremely tapered from stop to tip of nose, part of a wedge shaped head.  
One note on a trend becoming more obvious coast to coast: muzzles that are shorter than the skull length.  The 
muzzle from nose to stop, and skull from brow ridge to occipital bone, should be nearly the same in length.  
Too-short muzzles cause crowding of teeth, sometimes undershot bites, and are not functional for carrying a 
large Canada goose.  The tendency to have “cute” faces on bitches, especially, can result in muzzles that 
remain puppy-like into adult life, and that is not correct. 

Nose-- The nose should be wide and the nostrils well-developed. The nose should be black on black or yellow 
dogs, and brown on chocolates. Nose color fading to a lighter shade is not a fault. A thoroughly pink nose or 
one lacking in any pigment is a disqualification.  

Pet peeve -- dyeing noses.  Yuck.  If a yellow has a “snow nose”, often the result of cold weather, so be it  --  
leave it alone!  Pigment is most easily judged by the color of the eyerims and lips, not the nose leather.  Dyed 
noses are offensive.  Pigment that is pink or pale brown in eyerims and lips in a yellow dog, as well as having a 
pink nose, is faulty, and care should be taken in the next generation to improve that aspect of expression.  
There is nothing lovelier than coal black eyerims, nose, and lips on a yellow dog.  Chocolate pigment can range 
from pale to dark brown and is difficult to penalize unless clearly pink; and black dogs’ pigment is rarely 
anything but black.   

Teeth--The teeth should be strong and regular with a scissors bite; the lower teeth just behind, but touching 
the inner side of the upper incisors. A level bite is acceptable, but not desirable. Undershot, overshot, or 
misaligned teeth are serious faults. Full dentition is preferred. Missing molars or pre-molars are serious faults.  

Scissors bites can be determined not only by looking at the incisors in the front of the mouth.  There are many 
dogs who have a scissors bite, but misaligned lower incisors which make the bite look level in front.  If that 
appears to be the case, check the side bite.  If the canines and premolars are lined up in a scissors pattern 
along the sides of the mouth, with an upper tooth filling the space between two lower teeth cleanly, it is a 
scissors bite despite the misalignments in front.  If the side teeth meet point to point, the bite is not scissors, 
but is most likely level or undershot (occasionally overshot). 
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Missing teeth can be very frustrating.  A puppy may have a full set of puppy teeth, but not have all her teeth as 
she gets the adult teeth.  One does not correlate to the other.  Dental xrays can tell if there are tooth buds in a 
puppy, and there are breeders who do this routinely if their breed has a disqualification for missing teeth.  The 
rest of us wait to see, and because it is a fault, not a DQ, a Labrador with a missing tooth or two is not going to 
have a problem in the ring or the field.  I have bred, however, Labs with up to 8 missing teeth (4 on top, 4 on 
the bottom), and those dogs as well as their siblings were eliminated from the breeding pool.  Damage to the 
gums is likely when there are large gaps, and as a recessive gene this can become the bane of any breeding 
program.  Consider the dentition of a potential mate when breeding a bitch with missing teeth; it is not a single 
reason for elimination of a dog from breeding, any more than any other significant fault, but to ignore it is to 
create a dilemma into the future.     

Ears--The ears should hang moderately close to the head, set rather far back, and somewhat low on the skull; 
slightly above eye level. Ears should not be large and heavy, but in proportion with the skull and reach to the 
inside of the eye when pulled forward.  

I must say that the first sentence on ears above is very confusing.  I do not understand how ears can be rather 
far set back and somewhat low on the skull, but slightly above eye level. My own interpretation (with apologies 
to those who wrote the standard):  the ears should attach just above or level with the outer edge of the eye, 
and when pulled forward should just cover the eye on the same side of the head.  The shape should be 
triangular, not lobular or rectangular; the ear leather should be neither paper thin nor thick and heavy.  The 
ears DO NOT have to be up and animated in the ring, though I know all too well that judges want to “see ears” 
to check expression and earset.  Having owned a few dogs who refuse to use ears, and in fact keep them 
lowered and back the more the excited they get, I understand the frustration.  I promise to never make that a 
final criteria in judging… 

Eyes--Kind, friendly eyes imparting good temperament, intelligence and alertness are a hallmark of the breed. 
They should be of medium size, set well apart, and neither protruding nor deep set. Eye color should be brown 
in black and yellow Labradors, and brown or hazel in chocolates. Black, or yellow eyes give a harsh expression 
and are undesirable.  Small eyes, set close together or round prominent eyes are not typical of the breed.  Eye 
rims are black in black and yellow Labradors; and brown in chocolates.  Eye rims without pigmentation is a 
disqualification. 

Eye color matters.  Yellow eyes in a black or yellow dog simply cause an aberrant expression.  Black eyes 
without shading cause a harsh look, described by a friend as a “shark eye”.  The correct Lab eye is, as has been 
expressed perfectly by old timers in the breed, burnt sugar in color.  Once you have seen that color, you will 
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know exactly what it means.  Chocolates are an enigma in eye color:  brown or hazel.  Hazel can be amber with 
some darker flecks, or medium brown with lighter highlights.  Pure yellow is not hazel, and so a chocolate 
should also not have that color eye.  A chocolate with rich burnt sugar eyes is lovely to see.  

A Lab’s eye shape is not described, which is frustrating to those learning to judge the breed.  Medium size and 
set well apart -- got it.  Neither protruding nor deep set -- check.  But shape?  It is not round and it is not an 
almond.  I can best describe correct Lab eye shape as a diamond-oval.  Play with that a bit and see how it 
compares to the eyes you look at every day.   

What more need be said?  The eyes of Labradors can melt you, make you laugh, wonder what is going on in 
their heads, check the kitchen counter when the eyebrows are shifting up and down rapidly and the tail is 
wagging sheepishly, and soothe you when you are stressed.  Kind, friendly, good temperament, intelligence, 
alertness.  Labrador Retriever.  The faces we love.  

Neck, Topline and Body 

Neck--The neck should be of proper length to allow the dog to retrieve game easily. 

The reference to the Lab being a working retriever foremost is pretty clear here.  Picture a Labrador running 
down a hill to a fallen bird.  If you have seen this in action, you will know that an adult Lab can pick up some 
good speed in that setting.  Now picture the same dog reaching down and scooping up a pheasant without 
going head over keester.  THAT is why the neck of a Lab needs to be long enough to allow for the dog to reach 
the ground while in motion.  And… 

It should be muscular and free from throatiness. The neck should rise strongly from the shoulders with a 
moderate arch.  A short, thick neck or a "ewe" neck is incorrect.  

A ewe neck is hard to explain, but if you can imagine a dog with broad shoulders and body, and a strong head, 
with a thin and unarched neck, you get the idea.  Look at your own dog.  See the occipital bone at the back of 
the skull?  Now move down the neck. See the slight dip at the base of the skull, and then arch of muscle in the 
neck?  That arch of muscle should continue down into the withers (where the shoulder meets the back) and 
have a smooth blend into those withers.  A ewe neck has none of that arch, and is narrow and weak.  That, as 
well as a neck that is too short and thick, are structural faults which could prevent a retriever from doing its job 
well. 
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A comment on short necks: actually, all dogs have the same number of vertebrae in their necks.  There could be 
dogs within the same breed that have longer vertebrae, I suppose, but the most common cause of a “short 
neck” is poor layback of shoulder blade, which will be discussed next month. 

Free from throatiness means not much loose skin under the chin.  Loose skin can get caught in briers and 
brambles, and on barbed wire, making a smooth, clean throat safer and more practical.  Jowls and dewlap on a 
Mastiff are a good thing; on a Lab, not so much. 

Topline--The back is strong and the topline is level from the withers to the croup when standing or moving.  
However, the loin should show evidence of flexibility for athletic endeavor.  

The definition of the back is the area along the spine between the withers and the hipbones, where the croup 
begins. The topline refers to the “line” that you see visually.  A Lab should never have a sloping topline (higher 
at the withers than the hip), which is caused by more angulation in rear than in front; nor should it be higher in 
rear than at the withers (allowable in Chessies, but not in Labs), though puppies will go through stages of 
growth that make them look as though they are running downhill. A strong back denotes muscling, which must 
be felt with your hands.  The muscle along the spine should be hard, as should the muscle over the loin (the 
area between the last rib and the hip).  Well muscled loins are broad and strong, and should make up about 
1/3 of the total length of the dog’s body.  A loin too short is not flexible, and a loin too long is not protective of 
the spine when running and taking quick turns or jumps.   

Strong and level should be evident in motion as well as standing still.  Flabby muscling will cause a roll in the 
back when the dog is moving, or a bounce. Excess skin can also cause that roll, and although there is not much 
you can do to fix that if a dog has inherited loose skin, it is something to consider in the next generation.  Loose 
body skin often correlates to throatiness, loose eyelids, and jowls, none of which are desirable. 

Body--The Labrador should be short-coupled, with good spring of ribs tapering to a moderately wide chest.  
The Labrador should not be narrow chested; giving the appearance of hollowness between the front legs, nor 
should it have a wide spreading, bulldog-like front.  Correct chest conformation will result in tapering between 
the front legs that allows unrestricted forelimb movement.  Chest breadth that is either too wide or too 
narrow for efficient movement and stamina is incorrect. Slab-sided individuals are not typical of the breed; 
equally objectionable are rotund or barrel chested specimens.  

There is a lot in that paragraph.  I wrote about coupling in the first in this series, but to recap – coupling refers 
to the length of loin between the last rib and the hip.  Loin is the anatomical term; coupling is an animal 
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husbandry term used most often when discussing horses, but with a direct correlation to dogs.  So, short-
coupled is synonymous with a relatively short loin, noted above.   

To visualize good spring of rib tapering to moderately wide chest, imagine looking down at your dog from 
above.  The ribcage should appear rounded, arching out from the dog’s body, not a straight line from elbow to 
hip.  Now feel with your hands  --  run your hands down both sides of your dog, feeling the arch of rib and then 
a tapering as you come underneath.  That is correct.  A dog with barrel ribs does not taper, but is rounded all 
the way under the body. This causes faulty front movement, as the dog’s legs cannot properly reach 
underneath at a trot.  Dogs with barrel ribs often move wide to avoid the overdone ribcage.  On the other 
hand, a slab-sided dog (no spring to the ribcage, flat sided) does not have the necessary ribcage for a 
swimming breed.  A Labrador is rather like a boat:  broad (not fat) in the beam for buoyancy and strength, 
tapering to the hull for efficiency of motion.   

The underline is almost straight, with little or no tuck-up in mature animals. Loins should be short, wide and 
strong; extending to well developed, powerful hindquarters. When viewed from the side, the Labrador 
Retriever shows a well-developed, but not exaggerated forechest.  

Tuck-up is the rise from the lowest part of the ribcage to the loin underneath a dog.  Pointers have a lot of tuck-
up.  Whippets have extreme tuck-up.  Labradors should have almost none.  The underline (from the elbow to 
the knee along the belly) should be almost a straight line, parallel to the topline.  A rectangle, not a rhombus.  I 
will address hindquarters in another series part, but powerful is a key word.  Broad in beam, broad in back, 
broad in butt.   

The forechest (point of the sternum that stands out in front of the dog’s shoulders) of a Labrador is frequently 
referred to as the “keel” (still in a boat reference).  That keel should be visually obvious when looking at the dog 
from the side, at eye level.  There are some Labs who have a dewlap that mimics the keel, so your hands will 
always give you verification.  More is not always better in forechest.  It must be in balance with the rest of the 
dog so that it does not appear that s/he is going to fall over on her/his face; however, in a dog meant to swim 
through thick cover on lakes and rivers, such as ice, grasses, branches, and reeds, a dog with a prominent keel 
is going to go through the cover and get the bird faster.  A dog lacking in forechest will have a harder time with 
that task. 

Tail--The tail is a distinguishing feature of the breed. It should be very thick at the base, gradually tapering 
toward the tip, of medium length, and extending no longer than to the hock. The tail should be free from 
feathering and clothed thickly all around with the Labrador's short, dense coat, thus having that peculiar 
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rounded appearance that has been described as the "otter" tail. The tail should follow the topline in repose or 
when in motion. It may be carried gaily, but should not curl over the back. Extremely short tails or long thin 
tails are serious faults. The tail completes the balance of the Labrador by giving it a flowing line from the top of 
the head to the tip of the tail. Docking or otherwise altering the length or natural carriage of the tail is a 
disqualification. 

Look how much space is given to tail!  Is it any wonder that the “big 3” characteristics of a Labrador include 
tail?  

Very thick at the base means just that:  thick.  Truly, a Lab’s tail should be just about as thick at the base where 
it attaches to the pelvis as the dog’s foreleg bone.  Some great tails will appear even thicker than the dog’s 
legs, and that is a fabulous thing -- hands on will reveal that much of that thickness is coat.  Although a Lab’s 
tail should indeed be very heavily coated, that coat should not feather as it would in a Golden or Flat Coat.  The 
tail coat should wrap around the tail, coming to a “seam” underneath:  the otter tail.  At the end of a tail which 
wraps correctly there is a “twizzle” of hair that twists to the side.  Don’t ever cut that twizzle; it is a hallmark of 
a great Lab tail.   

Tail carriage is influenced by both tailset and attitude.  A correctly carried tail is level with the back or slightly 
higher.  It can rise to approximately 2:00 position in a young (often adolescent male) dog, and that is not much 
of a problem.  A tail at 12:00, or even curled over the back, is incorrect and inefficient in a working dog.  Yes, 
you could tie a flag to it and see your dog in the distance in heavy cover, but the standard would frown on 
that…. 

The comment about docking is an odd one, and appeared after some bitter standard revision discussions years 
back.  I believe that there were people who felt that Labs with short tails (some naturally have tails that barely 
reach the hock) had been docked.  I have not ever heard of this practice happening, and so an urban legend 
sparked a standard change.  Now the natural carriage of the tail can indeed be altered, and is done more often 
than you would imagine to permanently bring down a high tail.  I will not go into detail, but it is a nasty 
practice involving cutting a tendon, and cannot be condoned for any conceivable reason.   

The tail is not just an ornament.  It is a rudder, both in the water and on land. In water, the tail turns the dog, 
just as a boat is turned by its rudder.  And on land, if you watch slow motion films of dogs running in the field 
you will see that the tail acts as a counterbalance.  As the dogs spins left, the tail will swing a hard left to keep 
the rear from sliding out from under the dog.  Solid muscling in the tail makes this easier, as does medium 
length just to the hock.  A whip like tail cannot accomplish either task well.   
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A little exercise:  take a look at the photo below.  What do you think of her so far, based only on the standard 
details from this part of the series?  A visual reference makes this all much easier to understand, I think.  I will 
continue to use her as an illustration, primarily because she is from Sweden and no one will have a conflict of 
interest.     

 
 
Please refer to the diagram while reading below. 
 

 
 
Forequarters Forequarters should be muscular, well coordinated and balanced with the hindquarters.  
 
I find it interesting that the term “well-coordinated” should be in this sentence.  Coordination really alludes to 
movement, and while it is true that effective movement is dependent upon a well- built forequarters, it is not 
something you see when the dog is standing still.  Let’s focus on the other two terms. 
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“Muscular” is self-explanatory, and has been discussed earlier in this series.  Because Labs have a thick coat, it 
is necessary to lay hands on the upper arm, shoulder, and chest to feel the muscle tone of the dog, though I 
prefer to check that trait in the thigh (more on that below).  A working dog with excellent muscling will feel 
hard as a rock in the upper arm (above the elbow, and below the scapula).  This muscle should have a bit of a 
bulge (it is the bicep, after all) and feel tight rather than flabby or soft.  “Balanced” refers to the angle of the 
shoulder blade (scapula) and upper arm (humerus) in relation to the femur and pelvis angle; the third angle 
that should be in balance with the forequarters is the angle formed by the femur and lower leg (fibula and 
tibia) with the knee as the fulcrum of that angle.  When these three angles are in balance, this is not only 
pleasing to the eye in symmetry, but will result in smooth and efficient movement.   
 
Shoulders--The shoulders are well laid-back, long and sloping, 

This means that the scapula is long and set at a good angle back into the dog’s withers, not short or upright 
into the base of the neck. This is a common fault in Labs.  Ideally, when you run your hand down the dog’s neck 
into the back there should be no resistance, no bumps or ridges, no right angles.  A well laid back shoulder 
makes the top of the shoulder blade very hard to find.  Rolls of skin at the shoulder are a common result of 
poorly laid back shoulder blades, as is lack of reach when moving.   

forming an angle with the upper arm of approximately 90 degrees that permits the dog to move his forelegs in 
an easy manner with strong forward reach.  

The theory of the 90 degree angle is a controversial one.  Rachel Page Elliott, who wrote the seminal book on 
dog structure and movement from her studies of dogs in motion on a treadmill with xray technology 
(Dogsteps), debunked the idea of the 90 degree angle as not functional in a moderately angled breed such as a 
retriever.  A dog with that severe an angle would have difficulty reaching forward sufficiently in one stride to 
be an efficient mover.  The only breeds that she believed truly had a 90 degree angle were German Shepherds 
(whose rear angulation was equally as extreme, allowing the suspended trot that is distinct to that breed), and 
Dachshunds (whose dwarf construction and long body allowed an extremely angled forequarter to reach 
sufficiently).  I believe that Cardigan and Pembroke Welsh Corgis and Swedish Vallhunden would fall into this 
category also, but I digress....  Anyway, the controversy continues.  The bottom line is that there should be a 
good angle to this part of the forequarters, somewhere between roughly 75 and 90 degrees.   

Ideally, the length of the shoulder blade should equal the length of the upper arm.  

Now, this is an easy one to determine  --  using the same hand as the side of the dog you are measuring (left 
hand to measure the left shoulder, etc.): put your thumb on the top of the scapula where it meets the withers 
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and your middle finger on the point of the shoulder where the scapula meets the humerus.  Now, leaving your 
middle finger on the shoulder point, swing your thumb down to the elbow.  The measure should be the same.   

Straight shoulder blades, short upper arms or heavily muscled or loaded shoulders, all restricting free 
movement, are incorrect.  

Front Legs--When viewed from the front, the legs should be straight with good strong bone. Too much bone is 
as undesirable as too little bone, and short legged, heavy boned individuals are not typical of the breed.  

Pause there for a moment. This is an important statement.  More is not better in some things.  Good, strong 
bone is dense and rounded rather than oval in a Lab.  Good does not mean enormous.  Labs are not 
Newfoundlands or Mastiffs.  It is disheartening to hear people rave over a puppy or young dog with 
humongous bone, saying things like, “Look at the bone on him!  Tree trunks!”  I propose that if we are talking 
about an oak tree, ok.  But a sporting dog needs to keep agility and athleticism in its toolkit.  There is indeed a 
point at which too much bone is -- well -- too much bone. The key is how the dog or puppy carries that bone.  If 
the movement is effortless, and the dog is not ponderous or clumsy, then he or she is carrying the right amount 
of bone for that dog.  Watch in the ring next time you are at a show.  Are there dogs who appear to be 
Rottweiler or Newfie in their bulk and bone?  Is that what a Lab should look like? How far from the moderate 
size of the standard are you comfortable with in your dogs or those you admire?  It is a quandary when the rest 
of the dog is stunning, and a matter for discussion.  

On the other extreme, weedy dogs with fine (lacking in density and circumference) bone are not typical of the 
breed either.  Labradors who have fine bone will most frequently also have lack of body breadth and depth, as 
well as narrow heads.  The narrow appearance of some Labs goes against the powerful nature of a water 
retriever, and should be faulted just as strongly as a dog who is overdone.  Although a fine boned Lab may be 
faster in high level field competition or the agility ring, that is not the methodical all-day hunter nature of a 
duck dog or pheasant retriever, and would be considered lacking in breed type. 

Viewed from the side, the elbows should be directly under the withers,  

A great visual tool, though if the elbow is directly below the withers and the withers are way up at the base of 
the neck, forming an angle of about 30 degrees, that is not the picture you want! 

and the front legs should be perpendicular to the ground and well under the body. The elbows should be close 
to the ribs without looseness. Tied-in elbows or being "out at the elbows" interfere with free movement and 
are serious faults.  
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To note if the elbows are correctly placed against the ribcage, run your hand down the dog’s ribcage between 
the rib and elbow.  There should be very little space in that “armpit” area.  The elbows should touch or nearly 
touch the ribs.  If you can fit a whole fist in that space, it is an indication of a very upright upper arm or 
scapula, or both; or poor angulation in the forequarters.  The ribs actually narrow at this point, allowing the 
elbow to move smoothly.  Fascinating.     

Pasterns (carpals in the diagram above, equal to our wrists) should be strong and short and should slope 
slightly from the perpendicular line of the leg.  

The slight slope is important for shock absorbing quality.  An upright pastern is often an indication of a poorly 
angled shoulder, and is prone to injury.   

Feet are strong and compact, with well-arched toes and well-developed pads. Dew claws may be removed. 
Splayed feet, hare feet, knuckling over, or feet turning in or out are serious faults.  

Note that the standard does not indicate webbing in the foot, though most Labs do have a slightly webbed foot 
which is important in a swimming breed. A strong foot is almost round, though a slight oval is also acceptable.  
A hare foot has a long center toe, and is narrow rather than rounded. This is to be faulted, as are open or flat 
feet (splayed).   

Hindquarters The Labrador's hindquarters are broad, muscular and well-developed from the hip to the hock 
with well-turned stifles and strong short hocks.  

That’s a lot in one sentence, and crucial breed aspects.  Broad in the beam  --  the nautical reference  --  is a 
good way to look at a Lab from the back end.  I have found the best place to check for good muscle tone is in 
the upper thigh.  As you are going over the rear of the dog, checking for a correct otter tail and strong hocks, it 
is simple to feel the bulk and firmness of the thigh.  Mushy and soft is not what a retriever should have in the 
butt department.   

A broad rear indicates that the dog stands with feet under the hip, and that the rear stance be as wide as the 
broadest part of the ribcage or slightly broader.  The thigh should also be broad and thick.  

Well-turned stifles (where the femur and tibia meet, equal to our knees) are a serious deficit in the breed at the 
moment.  The angle of the stifle joint should be rounded and strong, not a straight line from femur to hock.  
The bend or turn of stifle can be seen when the dog stands on its own, and in motion.  Some dogs, when being 
baited intensely, will stretch forward so hard that they straighten out that angle. This is a good reason to teach 
your dog to stand back from you as you bait, paying attention but not straining for the cookie. 
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Viewed from the rear, the hind legs are straight and parallel. Viewed from the side, the angulation of the rear 
legs is in balance with the front. The hind legs are strongly boned, muscled with moderate angulation at the 
stifle, and powerful, clearly defined thighs. The stifle is strong and there is no slippage of the patellae while in 
motion or when standing. The hock joints are strong, well let down and do not slip or hyper-extend while in 
motion or when standing.  

A special note on hock joints:  I have found a disturbing trend in both Goldens and Labs across the country, and 
in Scandinavia and New Zealand.  This trend is slipped (hyper-extended) hocks.  A hock joint that is not strongly 
constructed, or lacks angulation, will invert (pop) when you put slight pressure with your thumb on the back of 
the joint.  In some dogs, this can be seen even without putting that pressure on the joint; these dogs will invert 
the hock joint when they are baiting and leaning forward.  Scary and painful to watch.  The hock joint should 
be very strong in order to support the rest of the hindquarters.  A weak hock is like the old adage:  “For lack of 
a nail, the shoe was lost. For lack of a shoe, the hoof was lost. For lack of a hoof, the horse was lost.”  A weak 
hock means lack of support for the knee, and a potential knee injury, so common in Labs.   

Angulation of both stifle and hock joint is such as to achieve the optimal balance of drive and traction. When 
standing the rear toes are only slightly behind the point of the rump. Over angulation produces a sloping 
topline not typical of the breed.  

Remember that part about well-angulated stifles?  There is indeed such a thing as too much angulation.  The 
phrase above about the rear toes being just behind the point of the rump (hip) is a good visual when a dog is 
standing on its own. 

Feet are strong and compact, with well-arched toes and well-developed pads. Cow-hocks, spread hocks, sickle 
hocks and over-angulation are serious structural defects and are to be faulted. 

Cow hocks  --  this refers to dogs whose hocks turn in toward each other instead of being parallel to each other.   

Sickle hocks  --  this term refers to the sickle used by farmers to cut grasses or grains.  The shape of the sickle is 
rather like a crescent moon.  A sickle in motion swings on a hinge, never straightening out, but moving like a 
curved pendulum.  A dog moving with this type of action, never straightening the hock joint, is an inefficient 
mover and prone to injury (just as our Achilles tendon can be injured by continual pressure when the foot is 
flexed).   

Here is our example dog again, and another for comparison (this one from New Zealand, so anonymity is still 
secure).  Using the standard on forequarters and hindquarters, where would you fault them and where do you 
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think they show conformity to the standard?  What effect do you think the dog pulling forward for bait vs. the 
one standing away from the handler might have on the angulation seen? 

 

 

 
Before we jump into this section of the standard, I want to talk a bit about the General Appearance section. 
This introductory set of paragraphs in any standard gives a tight synopsis of any breed.  As a judge, after 
reading the standards for all breeds that I am judging the night before the show (usually in a boring hotel 
room after a not-homemade dinner), I read the General Appearance section only for each breed one more 
time before I turn out the light, visualizing as I do what my picture of an excellent specimen would be for that 
breed.  This helps to solidify what the caretakers of each breed, the parent club, consider important breed 
specific characteristics.  I know that I dislike generic judging of my own breeds, and so I consciously focus on 
the subtleties of each breed before judging them.   
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Examples would be head type in the retrieving breeds.  When I was considering applying to add Flat Coated 
Retrievers to my list of approved breeds, I studied and discussed and watched and studied some more.  I knew 
that I was not ready to apply for a long time, because what appealed to me was a dog whose head looked like 
a black Golden.  The one-piece Flat Coat head is very distinctive, and an integral part of their standard.  The 
moment it made sense to me was a literal “aha!” moment (Peachie and Roger Orton may remember that, as it 
was at their house after a Flat Coat match).  Suddenly a great Flat Coat head did not look strange -- it looked 
beautiful.   
 
Another example is the Chesapeake Bay Retriever topline.  Coming from breeds who have an expectation of a 
level back, training my eye to appreciate and reward the topline that is “as high as or a trifle higher than the 
shoulders” (words from the Chessie standard) was a work in progress until again -- the aha moment when it all 
fell together.  As the protectors of our own breed standard, all of us need to patiently engage those who do 
not understand the essence of Labrador type in educational efforts until the head, coat, and tail of the breed 
give aha moments to those who want to point at the winners in the ring. 
 
From the General Appearance section: 
“The most distinguishing characteristics of the Labrador Retriever are its short, dense, weather resistant coat;” 
(tail and head are the other two characteristics that follow, but coat comes first.  This sets the tone of what 
judges should focus on as they consider their placements).  

Coat The coat is a distinctive feature of the Labrador Retriever. It should be short, straight and very dense, 
giving a fairly hard feeling to the hand.  
 
The requirement of a short coat is something that we need to carefully consider in the dogs that we breed and 
show.  There is a tendency in this country (in all breeds) to proceed as if more is always better.  If you look at 
the differences between British or Australian sporting dogs and American sporting dogs being shown in 
conformation, the primary and striking difference is in amount of coat.  Almost every breed in the U.S. has 
significantly longer furnishings than in their countries of origin.  Labradors should not have feathering or long 
pantaloon-like furnishings. Thick coat is fabulous; but the Lab is not a long coated breed. More is not better. 
As far as straight coat, this is in comparison to the curls or deep waves of a breed such as an Irish Water 
Spaniel or a Curly Coated Retriever. Some wave along the back is a normal breed characteristic in many Labs.  
By the same token, a completely straight and thick coat is equally acceptable. There should be no preference if 
the texture of the coat is correct.   
 
Many breeds give an adjective or two to explain how the coat should feel.  This is, however, one part of every 
standard that defies explanation in words, and is why hands-on mentoring or seminars are so crucial to judges’ 
preparation.  “A fairly hard feeling” -- not hard like a board, obviously, so what is meant by “hard”?  I wager 
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that this adjective was used in opposition to “soft”, which is more commonly applicable to hair and coat.  A 
person may have soft hair; would you describe another person as having hard hair?  What would you use 
instead?  Maybe just “not soft”?  Maybe “harsh” or “coarse”, but those also bring up other visuals.  The writers 
of the standard chose “hard”, so that is what we live with.  In essence, I believe that this indicates a coat that is 
not soft to the touch.  This explains why using coat conditioners is a detriment to presenting a Lab in the ring.  
Any shampoo or conditioner that softens the coat should be avoided. 
 
So, why a “not soft” coat?  As we have done before, think about the function of a working retriever.  If you 
have ever trained at Prado Dog Training Center, you will know about the kind of vegetation that surrounds the 
ponds, and covers the fields there.  Cockleburs and foxtails.  The former can cause bloody fingers to humans as 
they try to get them out of tangled coats (including Labs with longer and softer than ideal coats), and bloody 
tongues and gums to dogs trying to get them out from between their toes.  Foxtails -- where do I begin?  The 
danger of a foxtail working its way through a dog’s body is a real one, causing death to some when it lodges in 
a lung or other organ and abscesses.  Foxtails and soft coats do not mix. 
 
The other reason for a “not soft” coat is for water protection.  Labs have a good deal of natural oil in their coat, 
serving to repel water (as evidenced by the black line on many of our walls about 22” above the floor).  This, 
with a hard topcoat and proper undercoat, can keep many dogs from ever being wet to the skin.  This is 
literally like “water off a duck’s back”. Adding to this protective top layer, then…. 
 
The Labrador should have a soft, weather-resistant undercoat that provides protection from water, cold and 
all types of ground cover.  
 
The undercoat is of a completely different texture than the topcoat. When brushed backward, the undercoat 
should ruffle but immediately fall back into place, making it very hard to see the skin of the dog.  Indeed, a 
great coat will make finding the skin a real task, and should be treasured.  Dogs will naturally lose some 
undercoat when they are shedding, but there should always be indication that a proper undercoat is there, 
however sparse it may be on that day.  This can be felt most easily on the back of the thighs, or on the neck just 
above the withers, often the last places to lose undercoat.  If your hand brushes the coat backward, and it 
remains open to the skin, the coat is quite faulty as it would not provide protection against field hazards.    
One fault that can be seen in some yellows in particular (though possible in the other two colors as well) is a 
coat that is of one texture from skin to surface, soft and open. This lack of topcoat should be faulted severely.  
Think of a Labrador as a perishable package being delivered by UPS. The topcoat is the strong paper wrapping 
around the package, giving the first layer of protection against damage in transit. The undercoat is thick 
insulation of that package against any type of weather.  
  
A slight wave down the back is permissible. Woolly coats, soft silky coats, and sparse slick coats are not typical 
of the breed, and should be severely penalized. 
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Here are photos of dogs (all mine but long gone now) in coat and out of coat.  They were taken within a few 
months of each other.  Note the dramatic difference in appearance in these different coat phases.  The coat 
wrapping truly changes the look of the package…. 
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Color The Labrador Retriever coat colors are black, yellow and chocolate. Any other color or a combination of 
colors is a disqualification.  
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The current controversy about dilute colors (silver, charcoal, or champagne) in the Labrador is one to which we 
all need to respond when it occurs:  there are three colors, and any other color is a disqualification.  Articles on 
dilute Labrador colors can be found at the following links, and I urge any of you who are not familiar with the 
concerns to do further reading on the subject. Dilute Labradors should never be bred.  If they occur, God bless 
them, in a litter, the answer is to neuter them and let them be cherished pets (and then do some careful 
analysis of your mama dog’s pedigree…).   

http://www.thelabradorclub.com/subpages/show_contents.php?page=Silver+Labradors 

https://notosilverlabs.wordpress.com/2014/08/27/the-dilute-gene-in-labrador-retrievers-health-problems/ 

A small white spot on the chest is permissible, but not desirable.  

Many Labs have small white markings (sometimes just a few hairs) on the chest, the groin, or the back of the 
pasterns.  Early in the development of the Labrador, a famous sire by the name of Banchory Bolo produced the 
pastern white markings rather consistently; many breeders still refer to these as “Bolo marks”.  None of these 
white areas should be considered faulty as long as they are not prominent.   

White hairs from aging or scarring are not to be misinterpreted as brindling. Black--Blacks are all black. A black 
with brindle markings or a black with tan markings is a disqualification.  

Brindling, you say?  Isn’t that a color that is common in Great Danes and Bullmastiffs?  Yes, and acceptable in 
those breeds and many others.  Just not in Labradors.  My first experience with a brindle was in a friend’s litter 
about 25 years ago.  She thought that the puppy had been playing in the mud, as the markings started to 
appear at about 5 weeks of age.  One good bath later, and the “mud splashes” were revealed to be true brindle 
striping.  That little guy went to a nice pet home.  And black and tan?  Yep.  At one of my first match 
assignments, in Illinois, a young man brought a black and tan Lab puppy to show.  It was a tough conversation 
to explain that his purebred “I’ve got papers” puppy could not be shown.  The markings were as distinct as in a 
Rottweiler.   

Yellow--Yellows may range in color from fox-red to light cream, with variations in shading on the ears, back, 
and underparts of the dog.  

Fox-red is an intriguing color, and the explanation of how the yellow alleles combine with many levels of 
penetrance and modifiers to create the wide range from cream to red would take much more than my non-
scientist understanding should attempt.  Yellows often have darker ears and body coat, while the belly, front of 
chest, and back of legs is a lighter shade. These are normal shadings and not to be faulted.   
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Chocolate--Chocolates can vary in shade from light to dark chocolate. Chocolate with brindle or tan markings 
is a disqualification. 

As in yellow variations in color, the range in shade from a light milk chocolate to a deep dark chocolate is 
created by differences in the genetic code of a particular dog.  All are acceptable.   

A question to ponder:  breeders have many stories to tell about traits of each color.  Are there “brown brains”?  
Are yellows really the sweetest and softest in temperament?  Are blacks the most “bullet proof”, taking things 
as they come without overthinking?  Are these traits all just individual, no matter the color of the dog?  Having 
never owned a chocolate, and only a few yellows, I would hesitate to generalize.  The black dogs in my life have 
ranged from Cooper, who was the calmest and most gentle soul ever encountered in a dog suit, to Raven who 
rarely stands still and whose tail never stops. Color character, or familial traits?  I wonder what others think 
who have owned many of each color….?  

When you read below about the appropriate Labrador temperament, and when you observe your own dogs 
grinning at you even when you have had a week to end all weeks, smile back and do something a little bit 
useless for a few minutes; speak some nonsense to your dog; and embrace folderol! 
 
This is the last in this series on the breed standard.  We have discussed every aspect of the Labrador Retriever 
in detail, addressing the words of the standard as they relate to the flesh and blood dogs in our lives. 
Vocabulary such as coupling, tuck-up, brisket, layback, and croup have hopefully become a little more clear. 
Some photos of dogs to illustrate these individual terms have been presented.  And yet, in the end, it all 
comes down to this old adage: the proof is in the pudding.  When everything is in balance, and symmetrical, 
and in hard working condition, the result is seen when the dog is in motion.   
 
It is very difficult to put into words a description of movement, just as it would be very hard to put the beauty 
of a ballet into a narrative. Stick with this, read each line several times, and try to visualize it.  If you have 
access to videos of dogs in motion, such as You Tube of the Westminster or Eukanuba shows, see if it starts to 
make sense.  To really see this all fall into place, I highly recommend watching Dogsteps, a video by Rachel 
Page Elliott that shows dogs in motion. Although this was originally done as a VHS film, and the media is 
clearly dated, the demonstration of gait faults and analysis of structure is still highly valuable to watch. Pagey, 
as she was known, pioneered the use of cineradiography (dogs on a treadmill while being xrayed in motion).  
Fascinating and enlightening!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlEPmaVxNOc 
 
An ongoing discussion among dog folks, Labradors included, is whether movement or type is of more 
importance.  My opinion: movement is part of correct type in any breed.  Labradors, part of the sporting 
group, are first and foremost hunting dogs.  Although they excel as pets, show dogs, obedience dogs, and 
guide dogs, they are retrievers. As such, a dog that cannot move soundly or efficiently must be judged 
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accordingly.  On the other hand, a dog who moves well but lacks correct breed characteristics such as head, 
coat, and tail in the Labrador breed is of very little value to the future of the breed. There are lots of mixed 
breed dogs who move well…  
 
How much importance do you place on movement and type?  It is a very individual choice, as evidenced by the 
fact that the same dogs can win or lose from one day to the next at any dog show weekend.  To quote a 
renowned dog judge, Ann Rogers Clark (I am thrilled to have found my notes from a seminar on Poodles that 
she gave many years ago):  “A dog with poor breed type and poor movement is of no value to its breed.  It 
should never be rewarded with points.  A dog with poor breed type and good movement, or vice versa, may 
have its place in a breeding program, given careful breeding decisions.  Reward it in the ring according to the 
competition on the day.  A dog with good breed type and good movement is worth its weight in gold.  Always 
work to find that dog.”  She taught many of us as we began our time as judges that in a large class, make your 
cut on breed type first, as that is what will prove most valuable to the breed’s future, and then choose the 
best moving dog of those with good breed type. Words to remember…. 
 
Movement  
 
Movement of the Labrador Retriever should be free and effortless.  
 
Free:  not hampered or restricted in its normal operation, capable of moving or turning in any direction. 
Flexible.  
Effortless:  showing or requiring little or no effort; appearing very easy.   
 
When watching a dog move toward oneself, there should be no sign of elbows out. Rather, the elbows should 
be held neatly to the body with the legs not too close together. Moving straight forward without pacing or 
weaving, the legs should form straight lines, with all parts moving in the same plane.  
 
A very common fault in Labs, as it is in other sporting dogs, is movement that is wide in front.  When moving at 
a trot, the front legs of the dog should reach directly forward in line with the point of the shoulder (where the 
shoulder blade meets the upper arm).  The foot meets the ground at a point almost even with the dog’s nose (a 
good reason to move a dog on a loose lead so that the head can be held slightly forward in a natural position), 
and then pulls the dog forward in sync with the hindquarters providing the propulsion. Finally, the leg returns 
underneath the withers before the foot leaves the ground to start the next stride.  All of this is best 
accomplished with the leg remaining in line with the point of the shoulder, start to finish of stride.  When the 
upper arm is short or the shoulder blade is vertical, resulting in a front assembly that is insufficiently angled, 
the leg will not be able to fully reach and return.  To compensate for these faults, dogs will often swing the 
front leg away from the body at each stride (paddling), move with elbows held away from the body (moving 
wide), or strike the ground hard with the foot as it tries to reach further than it is able (pounding).  Each of 
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these is wasted motion and will cause a dog to tire rather than have endurance to last all day on a hunting trip.  
As speed increases, the feet should have a tendency to converge toward the midline of the body.  The legs 
should still be in a line with that point of shoulder, with elbows held in against the ribs, but the feet should 
angle in toward the centerline forming a slight “v” instead of parallel tracking.  Because of the “keel” of a 
correct Lab chest and rib construction, Labs should not single track (feet landing on a single line) as would be 
seen in a Golden Retriever or Setter.  Those breeds have a less deep brisket and less prominent sternum, 
allowing the front feet to come to midline. 
 
Upon viewing the dog from the rear, one should have the impression that the hind legs move as nearly as 
possible in a parallel line with the front legs. The hocks should do their full share of the work, flexing well, 
giving the appearance of power and strength.  
 
A powerful, well muscled hindquarter is created by not only the angle of the pelvis, stifle, and hock, but also by 
a broad and well developed thigh. Watching a Lab move away from you, the hocks should not turn in (cow 
hocks) or wobble back and forth.  The pads of the rear feet should show as the dog pushes off, indicating that 
the stifle and hock joint are flexing and extending properly.  When a dog’s hock joint does not completely 
extend, the fault is called “sickle hocks”, named after the farm implement which has a fixed instead of flexible 
joint where the handle meets the blade.  
  
Another thing to look for when the dog is moving away from you is that the front feet should be almost 
invisible.  If the dog is moving in a straight line (not crabbing or sidewinding, terms that refer to a dog moving 
with front and rear slightly sideways to compensate for angles out of balance), you will see only the rear feet; 
the front feet will be in a direct line with the rear feet.   
 
As has been noted before, a Lab should be “broad in the beam”, and should not single track. However, again, 
there should be a tendency to converge as the dog’s speed increases.  A common fault in Labs is moving too 
wide in the rear, with a look that can be described (sorry…) as “loaded diapers”.  This is inefficient and should 
be faulted.  Most dogs who move wide in front or rear have corresponding faults of side gait, and cannot move 
“freely and effortlessly”. 
 
When viewed from the side, the shoulders should move freely and effortlessly, and the foreleg should reach 
forward close to the ground with extension. A short, choppy movement or high knee action indicates a 
straight shoulder; paddling indicates long, weak pasterns; and a short, stilted rear gait indicates a straight rear 
assembly; all are serious faults. Movement faults interfering with performance including weaving; side-
winding; crossing over; high knee action; paddling; and short, choppy movement, should be severely 
penalized. 
 
There is nothing quite so satisfying as watching a dog cover ground effortlessly in a big ring on a loose lead, 
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feet just barely rising above the grass, topline so level and smooth that you could imagine a glass of water 
placed there not spilling a drop, and tail carried level or just above the line of the croup.  This dog looks as 
though s/he could move all day in this fashion, and is a joy to see.  Take a look at the photos below.  Equal 
triangles underneath showing balance of reach and drive, feet barely above the grass, tails off the back or 
slightly above.  Three lovely examples.   
 

   

Temperament  
 
True Labrador Retriever temperament is as much a hallmark of the breed as the "otter" tail. The ideal 
disposition is one of a kindly, outgoing, tractable nature; eager to please and non-aggressive towards man or 
animal. The Labrador has much that appeals to people; his gentle ways, intelligence and adaptability make him 
an ideal dog. Aggressiveness towards humans or other animals, or any evidence of shyness in an adult should 
be severely penalized. 
 
There are no words that need to be added to this.  Please pay attention especially to the phrase “non-
aggressive towards man or animal”.  I sadly see dogs in the ring who are not gentle, and do show aggressive 
attitudes toward other dogs around them.  As the guardians of our breed, this cannot be tolerated.  Please be 
unforgiving of aggression, and beware of others who make excuses for dogs with that trait.  Our breed’s future 
depends on it! 
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Disqualifications  
1. Any deviation from the height prescribed in the Standard.  
2. A thoroughly pink nose or one lacking in any pigment.  
3. Eye rims without pigment.  
4. Docking or otherwise altering the length or natural carriage of the tail.  
5. Any other color or a combination of colors other than black, yellow or chocolate as described in the 
Standard.  
 
Approved February 12, 1994 Effective March 31, 1994 

Final notes on the standard:  disqualifications are mandated for judges to address if they are seen in the ring.  
Judges cannot choose whether or not to disqualify a dog who has one of these traits.  My editorial comment on 
this:  numbers 2, 4, and 5 are difficult in the extreme to assess as a disqualification.  Yellow Labs with a snow 
nose (fading in winter) could be considered “lacking in any pigment”.  A dog with a naturally short tail, perhaps 
an inch shorter in length than the hock joint, is not uncommon.  Dogs have been disqualified for this, when a 
judge considered the tail “docked”.  And there have been yellow dogs dismissed from the ring for having 
normal dark shading or “freckling” on the ears or light shading on the thighs.  These are slippery slopes, and 
very unlike the disqualifications in other breeds.  Size is measurable.  Missing teeth can be counted.  Those are 
disqualifications that are appropriate.  Truthfully, the incidents of DQ for traits in this list have slowed down 
considerably since 1994 when the standard was changed and there was an outcry unlike any I had seen in an 
AKC parent club.  Calmer heads are prevailing… 
 
Read the Lab standard, over and over.  Refer back to it.  I challenge you to consider your own dogs, and those 
in the ring, against the standard rather than just commenting, “I know that the standard says X, but I like them 
to be Y.”  I have heard judges say to exhibitors when they are asked why a certain dog won, “I just liked that 
dog better today.”  What does that mean, exactly?  And how does that maintain the integrity of any breed?  
There is plenty of room in any standard for interpretation, but none for blatant disregard.  I love my Goldens 
and Pug, but I do not want my Labs to look or move like they do.  No generic dogs in my house -- vive la 
difference!   

It has been a pleasure to share my thoughts on the standard.   

Nancy 
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